
Citrix SD-WAN for
remote work

Enable your workforce
to be productive in
this new era of
working from home

Challenges of supporting remote workers at scale

Your workers compete
with family and neighbors

for bandwidth

You have
no control

over the internet 

Home networks 
lack enterprise-
grade security

Traditional VPNs
are slow

and not scalable

A single internet
connection can't

   provide reliability  

Citrix SD-WAN helps you
help your people work effectively from home

Quickly connect thousands
of remote workers to your
corporate network:
 

More bandwidth
Greater resiliency
Better application experience
Enterprise-grade security 

Scale Windows Virtual Desktop
and Citrix Virtual Apps and
Desktops faster:
 

Lower cost 
Better connectivity to           
 on-premises Active     
 Directory and database 
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Maintain visibility
and control at scale

Remain secure and
compliant always

Scale your virtual apps
and desktops in the cloud

Ensure a quality
app experience 

Connect your at-home workforce
quickly and reliably at scale
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  5 ways to ensure that your workforce has a
fast, always-on application experience

while working from home 

It doesn't matter if you're open
for business if your workforce 
can't connect to their apps

Your workforce can't be productive if they don't have reliable
access to their applications and other resources. Citrix SD-WAN
gives you the speed and scale you need to enable your entire
organization with fast, reliable connectivity.  
 
  
  

Simple for workers: Intuitive, plug-and-play         
Citrix SD-WAN 110 appliance
Fast to deploy at scale: Single pane of glass,       
 zero-touch configuration, and deployment templates 

Citrix SD-WAN helps you help all your remote personnel
connect quickly and reliably:

In this new era of working from home, your workers are only as
productive as the quality of their application experience enables
them to be. When their home networks and internet connections
are stressed because of internet congestion and sharing
bandwith with family members, you must ensure that your
workers have a high-quality application experience.
 
 
 
 

Your workers can't be productive
if you can't give them an
optimal application experience 

Connection intelligence: Achieve internet-connection
resiliency with LTE backup with sub-second failover and
augmented bandwidth by aggregating broadband with LTE
Application intelligence: Detect, classify, and accelerate
4,500+ SaaS, cloud, and virtual applications; deploy         
 bi-directional QoS; leverage selective packet replication
for latency-sensitive applications; and ensure the best     
Office 365 experience by direct traffic to nearest PoP

Citrix SD-WAN provides:

Bad actors are stepping up the pace to take advantage of
security vulnerabilities—and your remote workers should
not be the entry point for cyberattacks. All-or-nothing VPN
access is not granular enough and does not scale.
 
Citrix SD-WAN provides a fast and easy way to implement
enterprise-grade security and enforce consistent security
policies for thousands of workers in home offices:
 

Your attack surface just got bigger, 
and traditional VPNs lack scalability
and granularity  

Comprehensive, layered security with integrated, application-
aware firewall; encrypted traffic, and automated connectivity to
secure web gateway cloud services for cloud traffic inspection
Granular security with Citrix SD-WAN versus no fine-grained
security controls with traditional VPNs
Centrally defined security policies with one-touch deployment
for your entire remote workforce

The cloud is your friend for
faster and cheaper scaling of
virtual apps and desktops

Companies are using cloud-based Windows Virtual Desktop
and Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops (CVAD) to quickly scale
remote access to applications for all of their personnel
working from home. These cloud-based solutions also
eliminate the need to buy and ship thousands of laptops to
staff now working at home when they can use BYOD to
access their applications.

Keep data secure by leaving your Active Directory and
database on-premises and using the cloud for compute only
Reduce data connectivity costs by providing connectivity
between your data center and cloud leveraging inexpensive
internet connectivity rather than costly and complex MPLS 
Move to cloud faster with automatic provisioning of             
Citrix SD-WAN in Azure or by adding Citrix SD-WAN   
instances in any public cloud

You can't control what
you can't see
 
 

Maintaining visibility and control at scale is challenging.
When you're managing thousands of remote workers
during uncertain times, you need holistic visibility for
holistic control. 

A single place to look to holistically manage connectivity
for your entire workforce  
All the information you need for comprehensive visibility
into users, permissions, applications, and the health of
WAN links
Easy onboarding through automated zero-touch
deployment and repeatable templates
Granular compliance controls for centrally defined, per-
application security policies and zone-based segmentation

Citrix SD-WAN provides:

Deploy Citrix SD-WAN to ad hoc locations
wherever it's needed so your workers

can immediately access their applications and
desktops from any location and any device

Clinic and
field hospital

Call center,
distribution center,

and warehouse

Food ordering
and delivery services

Citrix is your partner for business continuity.
Be certain in uncertain times.

Learn more at
citrix.com/products/citrix-sd-wan
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